Pittsburgh Graduates Offered the Honda Graduate Program
Shadyside Honda is awarding local Pittsburgh graduates with the Honda Graduate Program. This is a special
promotion for college graduates to get exclusive financing rates and lease packages.
Online PR News â€“ 03-May-2013 â€“ Among its many famous nicknames, Pittsburgh is known as the City of
Colleges. Pittsburgh is filled with students from many universities and colleges including the University of
Pittsburgh, Carnegie Mellon University, Duquesne University, Art Institute of Pittsburgh, and more. As
graduation season begins, Shadyside Honda would like to honor local graduates with the Honda Graduate
Program.
Â
Earning a college degree is a huge milestone and so is buying a new car. The Honda Graduate Program is
the road to exclusive financing rates and lease packages. It is an excellent way to build credit for new
graduates without much of a credit history. Graduates must make a 5 percent minimum down payment and
will have the option to defer payments for the first 90 days with 60 days interest-free.
Â
The Honda Graduate Program applies to new and Certified Used Honda cars, trucks, and SUVs. To
purchase a Honda there are great financing rates or to lease a Honda there are unbeatable leasing
packages. Shadyside Honda has a large selection of the whole Honda line-up ready and available for a test
drive or purchase.
Â
To qualify for the Honda Graduate Program, there needs to be proof of graduation within the last two years or
a graduation in the next four months. There needs to be verifiable proof of employment with a start date of no
more than 120 days from the finance contract date. The graduate must also have no adverse credit history.
Â
To learn more about the Honda Graduate Program, visit Shadyside Honda in Pittsburgh, PA. The Honda
dealership is located at 5121 Liberty Ave in the historic Bloomfield district. The friendly staff will be happy to
answer any questions and help get the best financing. To stay updated with the latest specials and events
follow Shadyside Honda on Facebook and Twitter.
Â
About Shadyside Honda
Shadyside Honda is conveniently located in the downtown historic Bloomfield area of Pittsburgh, PA, close
to the university and hospital. The dealer offers a broad selection of new and pre-owned cars, trucks, and
SUVs, including the Civic, Fit, and Ridgeline series. Shadyside Honda has an onsite service department that
does everything from routine maintenance to major repairs. The staff at Shadyside constantly strives for 100
percent customer satisfaction. For more information, customers can stop by the showroom in Pittsburgh or
visit online at www.shadysidehonda.com.
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